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Abstract
Healthcare is a very important, and at the same time difficult element of each state’s policy. For many countries, the issue of financing the healthcare system is a delicate matter, while at the same time one of the basic economic and social issues. Nevertheless, decisions concerning the sources and principles of healthcare financing influence the quality of the entire system. This article analyses the expenditure on healthcare in Poland during the last few years. It presents total expenditure on healthcare, its yearly growth rate, as well as other data related to the expenses incurred within the Polish healthcare system in that period.
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INTRODUCTION
It must be stated that the healthcare sector has its own specific character. The decisions and initiatives concerning Polish healthcare (also those concerning its financing), made (or not made) by the government often awaken much controversy. Of course, the peculiar character of the sector should not be an excuse for the ineffectiveness seen in many areas of its functioning. The issue of expenses incurred in healthcare is just one of many elements composing the entire condition of that sector, which is still viewed in a decidedly negative light. Naturally, just increasing expenditures does not guarantee getting a better system. Neither would it settle all problems of the healthcare sector in Poland. Still, in favourable conditions, such a move may facilitate the sector’s recovery. The Polish healthcare system is financed from several sources:

1) health insurance premiums (collected by the National Health Fund),
2) state budget,
3) local governmental units’ budgets,
4) private sources.

The above-mentioned specific character of the sector concerns mostly (public) hospitals, in contrast to private units active in market conditions. It was the market reform that caused changes in the healthcare financing system and consequently, enforced rationalisation of the activity of the service providers — i.e. more economical and effective use of the means they have (Dobbska & Rogoziński, 2010, p. 16).

Throughout the world, a systematic growth of expenses on healthcare in various areas of its functioning is observed. The United States was the forerunner of the trend. Later, the practice was “transplanted” onto European grounds. Numerous prognoses (we can find examples in the following publications: Financing Health Care in Poland. Green Paper, 2008; Szymborski & Marciniak, 2009; Gołonowska, Kocot & Sowa, 2006) concerning the future of the healthcare sector show clearly that expenditure on healthcare will continue to increase. Importantly is also the fact that the sector has to deal with an ageing society. So what have the dynamics of change within Polish healthcare financing been during the last few years? Are we really witnesses to real growth of expenditure on healthcare? And if it is so, can we talk of treatment quality improvement, and in consequence – of better care for customers-patients?

COMPARING POLISH HEALTHCARE SPENDING WITH OTHER EU COUNTRIES
Health care spending is related in a strong way with economic sustainability. Economic sustainability relates to growth in health care spending (understood as a proportion of gross domestic product). We should remember that expenditures on healthcare is economically sustainable only to a certain level of where the social cost of healthcare spending will equal the value produced by that spending.

All EU countries financing healthcare use a mix of public and private expenditures. The following chart shows total health expenditure as a share of GDP in 2008 in EU countries.

Chart 1: Total health expenditure as a share of GDP in 2008 in EU countries

We can observe that in countries like Denmark, Austria, Germany or Switzerland there is heavy spending on the health sector. This state of affairs may be linked to the effectiveness of those countries, on the other side we should remember other issues such as: how funds are spent, and how to prevent waste. What is more, the systematically prepared World Health Organization paper reports that the level of expenditure on healthcare is directly related to the level of health within societies. In these cases (Austria, Switzerland and Germany), we can find some links between expenditures on health care and the level of health in these societies. It follows that the state in constructing a budget, especially in the case of countries having overall economic growth, may take action to contribute to better health and the standard of living of its citizens.

EXPENDITURE ON HEALTHCARE IN POLAND
Firstly, we should say that expenditure growth in Poland and EU countries as well is not significant. If we take into account the years 1998–2009 we will observe some differences. The difference between the level of health care spending in the EU and OECD countries and the level of expenditures in Poland expressed in percentage points is respectively during the sample interval 2.56–3.18 times that of the EU
and from 4.01 - 4.73 for the OECD countries. The difference is not significant but steady growth can be seen.

Secondly, it is important to show the econometric model which is appropriate to calculate healthcare spending. This model is the ILO social budget model. It was prepared and implemented in Poland and other Eastern European countries, such as Hungary and Slovakia. The main purpose of implementing the ILO social budget model was to observe long-term social expenditure and revenues as well. The model concentrates on social budget balance. It includes pension scheme, short term benefits, revenues and also expenditure projections. Primarily, this model assumed that it would cover the health care budget as well. Although some data was collected, the task has never been finally completed. For this purpose, the health care budget has never been presented. Until 1989, Polish society was covered by a social security system which also included free healthcare. However, that system caused many misunderstandings (expenditure on insurance benefits were included in the overall state financial system, ensuring all eligible to receive benefits, regardless of the amount of revenues generated from the fees – in practice there were some social groups, which didn’t receive free health services – for instance, farmers and their families). After the transformation, the situation changed drastically, and Poland as a country became more conscious of the growing needs of society with respect to healthcare.

For some time (exactly from 1991, according to OECD Database, a growth in expenditure on healthcare has been observed in Poland. Total expenditure on healthcare in Poland in 2002-2006 remained stable – at about 6% of GDP. Perceptible growth, resulting e.g. from the state budget taking over the financing of medical care, was observed in 2007 (6.43% of GDP). Total expenditure on healthcare in 2008 made up 7% of GDP – 2 percentage points less than the average in OECD (9% at the time). The EU countries which in that time spent most on healthcare included France (11.2% of GDP), and Austria and Germany (10.5% of GDP each). Successive years brought Poland further growth of expenditure on healthcare, which in 2009 reached the level of 7.37% of GDP (OECD Health Data 2010, Eurostat Statistics Database).

Analysis of per capita expenses (US$ PPP) on healthcare in Poland between 2000 and 2009 also shows their systematic growth. It is worth mentioning that in the mid-90s the expenses were about 380 US$ PPP, and in 2000, nearly 600 dollars per person. To compare, in the last year of the analysed period (2009) the same index was nearly 1400 (US$ PPP). The exact amounts in the particular years are presented in Graph 2. Despite the observed growth, for OECD countries, which was 4.2% annually in the analysed period. The highest growth rate of total (real) per capita expenditure on healthcare was noted in 2007, and the lowest – five years earlier, in 2002 (OECD Health Data, 2011).

Graph 2: Expenditure on healthcare in Poland per capita (US$ PPP) in 2000-2009

Source: Own study based on: OECD Health Data, November 2011

Total real per capita expenses on healthcare in Poland in 2000-2009 grew by 7.4% annually on average. Despite the fact that Poland still lags behind other EU countries as concerns spending on healthcare, the observed growth considerably exceeded the average
In 2000, public expenses on healthcare in Poland (measured as percentage (%) of all expenses on healthcare) amounted to 70% (National Health Account for 2009, p. 7). In the following years, a certain stagnation could be observed at the level of 69%. Starting with 2007, the 70% threshold was exceeded, the number reaching as much as 72.2% in 2009. Details of the analysis concerning the share of public expenses on healthcare in Poland in 2000-2009 are presented in Graph 4.

Next to public expenditure on healthcare in Poland as % of all expenses on healthcare, it is important to consider public expenditure on healthcare measured as % of GDP, as shown in Graph 5.
As concerns public spending rankings, the leaders are among the world's richest countries, such as the United States, Germany, Switzerland or France. The average public expenditure on healthcare in those countries is 10% as measured in relation to GDP. In that area, Poland clearly lags and is ranked much lower. It is optimistic, however, that slow but stable growth is observed in that area. The numbers speak for themselves. In the beginning of the examined period, public expenditure on healthcare was little over 5% of GDP. To compare, in 2009 it was already 7.2%. Thus a clear and systematic growth of public expenditure on healthcare in relation to GDP is observed.

An equally important index of this analysis are public expenditures on healthcare measured per capita (in US$ PPP). The data presented below indicate a slow change and increasing share of public expenditure on healthcare. In 2002-2003, a brief stabilisation was observed, then the growth tendency continued. To better assess the dynamics of that growth, Poland has been compared with the United States (Graphs 6 and 7, respectively).

In the case of the USA, one can clearly see much greater dynamics, and stable growth. In the area of the share of public expenditures on healthcare, Poland still has much to do and to improve, as most "old EU" countries such as France, Germany and Belgium outclass Poland, which ranks much lower.

In the case of the USA, one can clearly see much greater dynamics, and stable growth. In the area of the share of public expenditures on healthcare, Poland still has much to do and to improve, as most "old EU" countries such as France, Germany and Belgium outclass Poland, which ranks much lower.

Medical equipment as a significant element of healthcare

The dominating feature of 21st-century medicine is its growing technological advancement. Modern medical equipment guarantees effective treatment, and foremost helps to make an accurate diagnosis. Numerous reports (for instance, we can quote two selected reports as a confirmation of the thesis: Desirable Directions of Change Health Care System in Poland. Between Rationing and Rationalization. Report retrieved from: http://www.case-research.eu/upload/publikacja_plik/3758301_goli1.pdf and Report of the Medical Innovation in Poland in 2012. Retrieved from: http://issuu.com/inepan/docs/raport_medyczny_pl_netto_jpg#embed) expose Poland's shortcomings concerning out-dated equipment, and what follows, insufficient funding for that area of healthcare. In short, spending in that area is still too little, and the time period in which highly specialised equipment is used is definitely lengthening. The situation has an adverse effect on patients, whose diagnoses take longer, and in effect, the treatments might be less effective.

An example of such equipment are mammograph machines. Their numbers in the examined period are shown in Graph 9. In the first phase of the examined time period, a systematic growth in the number of mammograph machines per one million inhabitants can be observed. In 2008-2009, the number of the devices slightly falls. The presented data considerably differ from those for OECD countries. To compare, Luxembourg had 21.9 mammograph machines per one million people in the examined period, and in Finland the ratio was as high as 37.9.
The result places Poland far down in the ranking. To compare, in the same period in Luxembourg the number of MRI instruments per 1 million inhabitants was 10.6, and in Austria – 16.2.

Besides MRI and mammography equipment, it is worth mentioning also CT scanners, which are an indicator of medical technology advancement. In 2000-2009, a systematic growth of tomographs per one million inhabitants can be observed. However, the results again diverge considerably from the results for other European countries in that area.

Graph 10: Number of MRI instruments per 1 million people in Poland in 2002-2009

Source: Own study based on: OECD Health Data, November 2011

While in 2009 Poland had 12.4 CT units per one million inhabitants, countries such as Germany or Luxembourg could boast of having 23 CT scanners per one million inhabitants.

It is quite noticeable that the technological advancement and inventory of highly specialised medical equipment in Polish healthcare require far higher funding. Spending seems necessary in that area in order to improve both diagnostics and the applied therapies aimed at improving the quality of the services rendered.

**Conclusions**

The issue of healthcare financing is in every nation an immensely important element of the policy of managing the healthcare sector. Decisions connected with the sources and principles of financing healthcare influence the quality of the entire system.

Of course, just increasing expenditure on healthcare will not guarantee success or solve all the problems related to the sector. Yet certainly attempts to find the golden mean here may in future contribute to creating a suitable, effective system which would change society’s opinion as concerns healthcare sector functioning in Poland from negative to positive. What is more, expenditures on health equipment will have influence on the population and the level of health within societies (as well as the spending on healthcare, as mentioned in the paragraph above).

In 2010 we can observe systematic increase in total expenditure (public and private as well) compared to 2009 (National Health Account for 2010). Unfortunately, there is no data available for the years 2011 and 2012, so we cannot make any short term analyses for this period.
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